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Janet has bumped me up the queue for the pleasure of writing a foreword to this month’s edition
because I will be standing down from the Eldership at the March AGM, having handed over the
Treasurer role to Tony Corfe in January. So if this foreword has a slightly autumnal feel to it, it should
perhaps not be a surprise.
When I last wrote a foreword in July of last year, we were cautiously re-opening the church for
Sunday worship and looking forward to restarting our social activities. We enjoyed a choral concert
and a summer pic-nic/BBQ and welcomed members of Brookmans Park and Hatfield URCs to the
event. A number of us have enjoyed events at Christ Church Hatfield as we get to know our fellow
churches a little better.
We are well into a programme of events for the Phoenix Group, and both the Whist and Knit &
Natter sessions take place regularly, with growing attendances. We’ve also had good attendances
at our monthly Lunchtime Recitals and our Charity Lunches will restart (for the second time) in the
traditional format in March. And those who come, both the artistes and the attendees, will tell you
how welcome they feel and what a great venue we have for our diverse activities. And we ourselves
feel this as well.
Our hybrid church & Zoom Services have regular attendees both in church and on Zoom and we’ve
shown we can react flexibly to “events, events dear boy”. We get really insightful and at times
challenging messages from the friends who lead our worship - and with a bit of arm-twisting hope to
see our church choir back in harness shortly.
This is not autumnal, it’s almost springlike. But we also remember with sadness the many church
members who are no longer with us and our memories of them and the many reminiscences we
share take us back to what may seem like the summer of our church life. And we will celebrate their
lives collectively when the time is right!
So smaller, older, and sometimes a bit more frail, we try to recreate a springtime in the hope of a
new summer. But whether there are green shoots, or just the warmth of an “Indian Summer”, we can
enjoy what we are and what we can still achieve together.
The theme of recent Services has been on serving others (as we look after ourselves) as a
demonstration of our faith, and on recognising that our church needs all its parts and all its members
to work together: we all have a part to play and none of us should think that we have nothing to offer.
And it is that fellowship and working together that is so rewarding for us all.
The personal decisions I have taken are a reflection of a change of strategic direction for the church
that I felt I could not reconcile with my responsibilities as trustee and treasurer. So I will find other
ways to serve, as our church charts a new path to the future the Lord has in store for us. And I know
I will enjoy your company on that journey.

										Robert Hillyard
									on behalf of The Elders
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“In your anger do not sin.” Do not let the sun go down while you are still
angry, and do not give the devil a foothold. (Ephesians 4:26-27)

Lovely little animals, squirrels. All those acrobatics as they try to reach the peanuts we hang out for
the birds in the garden. They usually manage it too. And take the lot.
But then they began to worry me. They started digging up and eating the tulip bulbs I’d planted in
the Autumn. I still forgave them. “Maybe I should have planted them deeper.” I thought, but I wish
now I’d done something to discourage them.
You see, the other day the burglar alarm went off for no apparent reason. I cleared it. Then it went
off again, and again. Seven times in one afternoon. The engineer came checked everything and
found a broken wire in the loft. We looked at the wire more closely - toothmarks. Mice? Rats? No,
a squirrel nesting in the loft and chewing through anything that got in its way.
I was told I’d better do something quick - the breeding season was beginning. I got onto a builder, but
not before the squirrel had chewed through another wire and set the alarm off again. I won’t bother
you with the rest of the saga, The point is if I’d done something earlier about the squirrel problem
it wouldn’t have got so big. The word is “Act now.” And that goes for human relationships, not just
squirrels.
When friendships go wrong, when there are family misunderstandings, don’t let them go on. Do
something to put them right. Don’t wait for the other person. Make a move yourself. The Bible
says,”Don’t let the sun go down while you’re still angry.” Do something to put things right. That way
squirrels are short circuited, friendships restored. Don’t go on shouting. Show a bit of love. But
maybe not so much to the squirrels !

						

Eddie Askew - “Thoughts for the Day”
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Church Family
A note from Margaret Barton
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the Elders and members of the church for all their cards,
letters, phone calls and not least the flowers, I received, while in hospital and afterwards at home
recently. They really cheered me up, when unexpectedly and seriously unwell after my very successful
hip operation. It has been two and a half months of recovery and I am now getting back my strength.
The happy news is the safe arrival of Isabel May, to the parents Daniel & Toni Sive, on 4th February,
and the first grandchild for Suzanne & David, and making me a Great Granny !
Congratulations to you all.
Knit for Peace
Due to recent restrictions on travel, the work of this organisation has had to change. The warehouse
became full to overflowing with all the beautiful, colourful blankets and attractive garments. An
alternative outlet was found in the Salvation Army who were pleased to accept all the articles to
distribute to needy individuals and families. Never fear, somebody somewhere is being kept warm
by whatever the industrious knitters have made so please keep those needles clicking. Any offers
of wool/yarn would be gratefully accepted - it will be put to good use.
Audrey Ward

Pulpit Supply
March
6
13
20
27

Revd John Mackerness
Mr Mike Findley
Revd John Hyde
Mrs Anne Walton

The flowers this month have been arranged
by Margaret Hillyard and Chris Ramsay.

April
3
10
17
24

Revd Jeanne Ennals
Revd John Mackerness
Revd David Aplin
Mrs Anne Walton

Women’s World Day of Prayer
4th March at 10.30 a.m.
St Mary’s Church, The Walk,
Potters Bar
Prepared by the women of England,
Wales and Northern Ireland.
Please come along to this
interesting Service
Everyone welcome
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Morning Service - Canon Richard Osborn
“Speaking through the flowers” (etwas durch die Blumen sagen) is
an old German way of describing careful, friendly advice, critique
and challenge. We didn’t plan the positioning of our flowers for this
purpose, but it’s maybe appropriate for the message this week?
Prayer for Christian Unity was the theme of Richard’s Service this
week, starting with Jesus’s prayer in John 17 “May they be one,
so that the world will believe that you sent me.” Jesus’s prayer
came at the Last Supper, on the night He was to be betrayed,
and Richard told us that the church had also betrayed Jesus by
allowing itself to be divided.
The Week of Prayer for Christian Unity was established in 1908, sited between the feasts of the
Confession of St Peter (where he declared Jesus to be the Messiah) and of the Conversion of Paul
– quite good bookends you might think? Jesus’s prayer is central to this week and is a prayer for
us also, to realise a vision of Christians united as one holy universal church. It’s a time for reflection
but also a time to rejoice at the progress achieved in the last half century. Yes, we do not meet that
high benchmark, and others can still look at us and think “how can we take them seriously when they
worship in different buildings, sing different music, wear different clothes and have differing opinions
on faith and other matters?”
Richard spoke of John Habgood, a former Bishop of York, who had a vision of a church that could
celebrate differences without division. Increasingly we can accept one another and work together to
build the kingdom, and that is something to celebrate and give thanks for. Richard reminded us that
quarrels and disputes go right back to the early Christians: in Corinthians Paul is appealing to the
church to desist from such quarrels. Jesus is the cornerstone on which the church is built and there
is only one gospel, the gospel of Christ.
The reading from 1 Corinthians 12 tells us that all members of the church are interconnected,
intertwined and interdependent. Richard has pondered how the disabled might read the passage,
for Paul seems to present the image of the interconnectedness of a perfect body. He felt verse 22,
“the parts that seem to be weak are indispensable, and the parts we think are less honourable we
treat with special honour” tells us that those with a disability should be honoured and cared for, and
that they have much to contribute to the body of the church. The church needs all its parts and all its
members to work properly: we all have a part to play in making the church work properly, and none
of us should think (or be made to feel) that we have nothing to offer.
The task to continue the work that Jesus announced in Luke 4 is enormous - and it is for all Christians
to play their part. A divided church will not convince a divided world. We can celebrate that churches
are growing closer, whilst recognising there is much still to do. We can celebrate diversity without
division knowing we all have a part to play in the endeavour – to preach the word and build God’s
kingdom.
And if we want to look for an example of someone who truly “walks the talk” (management speak for
“doing what it says on the tin”), we need look no further than Richard, who in his interest, affection
and care for us, and the wisdom he brings in these words to us, is a shining example for us all.
You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/
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Burns Coffee Morning
A number of us accepted an invitation from our sister church in Hatfield to attend their Burns Coffee
Morning. It was very much an “in-house” event with young people from their Scottish Dance Group
entertaining us with a range of dances across a wide age range. The dancing was interspersed with
a delightful soprano soloist, a violinist and an accordion player all with their own Scottish themes to
contribute.

The event had been arranged
and produced by Mary Birkett
Congratulations on a very
enjoyable event!
If you would like to sample
the fare, you can see some
video highlights at https://
pottersbarurc.org/latestnews-2-2/

Flight Time - Departure by Pam Ayres
At the airport, running late,
I’ve never been in such a
state,
Which is our departure gate?
Its’s teeming,
Streaming,
I am close to screaming.

Passport on the check-in shelf,
‘Have you packed this all
Everywhere a sense of panic, yourself?’
‘No, it was Santa and his elf.’
Asian, African, Hispanic,
Never,
Scan the board with
Be clever,
eyeballs manic,
No humour whatsoever.
Blowing,
She gestures off, I see the view,
Glowing,
Another endless, shuffling queue.
Wish I wasn’t going.
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Elders Service - 6th February
It being the 70th anniversary of the Queen’s accession to
the throne, the theme of the day was “service”, and David duly
recounted the great service that the Queen has rendered to her
country, and to us all. That, he told us had started well before her
father’s death and had included during the war learning how to
strip down and rebuild a car engine – something probably none
of us could do with the motor engines of today. He also reminded
us of the service to our country rendered by Violette Szabo, who
had gone to France as a secret agent to be captured, tortured and
executed by the Gestapo on 5th February 1944, the day he was
born (and yes, we did sing Happy Birthday to David).
With the Queen’s years of service in mind, David drew on
the thoughts of the Canadian author Jim Taylor. In Romans 12, we
are encouraged to offer ourselves as a living sacrifice to God, which we accomplish when we start
living for the Lord and doing those things the Lord wants us to do. When Jesus washed his disciple’s
feet, he was telling them to be of a mind to serve others, to have regard for their needs, and to do
what they could to help them.
James said that if we are to have a saving faith, serving others is an essential aspect of that
faith, because faith without works is nothing. One can profess again and again to be a Christian, and
have a great faith, but if he/she does not see the needs of his brothers and sisters, he/she may in
reality have no faith whatsoever.
And picking up on one of John Wainwright’s thoughts from last week, in serving God we also
need to serve ourselves, to look after ourselves, in order to be able to serve others. It was no good
being a great healer if you fell ill yourself!
We closed the Service with “God save our Gracious Queen”.

You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/
The Supporting cast were:
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A tribute to Peter Charge
Peter Charge was born in 13th March 1929 in Weston-Super-Mare. After his
early years he moved with his parents, Jill and Arch to Enfield. He was an only child,
he never spoke much about his childhood although he did spend 2 years in hospital
with rheumatic fever and TB. He was 10 when war broke out and they went back
to Sutton Coldfield, where he attended Grammar school and sang in the church
choir. Music featured heavily in his life with both parents as singers and his father
conducted and played the clarinet. He was good at maths but not an enthusiastic
student, more interested in spotting aeroplanes and collecting bits of shrapnel after
bombing raids.
After the war they returned to London and Peter joined London, Midlands and Scottish Railway at 16.
Never a morning person he spoke in disgust of getting up on dark, snowy mornings to go into Kings Cross.
At 18 he was called up for National Service in the Middlesex regiment, serving in Singapore in the Pay Corps
until 1949. Possibly where he acquired his dislike of spicy food. Back in England he returned to British Rail and
became drawn into Palmers Green and Southgate Grand Opera Company, where his parents were musical
director and producer. Although a good singer, appearing in the chorus in many productions, he was drawn
to back stage and worked his way up from stagehand to assistant stage manager to stage manager. He was
made Station Officer at Willesden Junction but in 1959 started in the payroll department at the Gothic Works
in Edmonton where they made gas cookers and he worked there for 30 years.
In 1961 he was stage manager for a production of The Merry Widow in Hornsea when his technical
expert asked if his little sister could come along and help. Peter said yes, not realising that he’d end up marrying
her. He worked backstage on professional shows as well as amateur, including the Beatles Christmas show
at Finsbury Park Astoria as well as Cilla Black and the Barron Knights but wasn’t a big fan of popular music.
Now courting Sandra, he bought 65 Cambridge Drive, Potters Bar in 1965 and despite parental opposition
they finally married at Palmers Green Congregational Church on 19.3.66 and set up home together. Joanna came
along 2 years later, followed by Melanie 3 years after that and that finished their back stage work. Sandra did
most of the work of childcare but Peter was in charge of bath time. He would get in from work and there would
be a lot of splashing and singing. “Row the boat Ashore” and “The Hippopotamus Song” were favourites. He
was always popular with children, fascinating them with animal noises and taking out his teeth! When Sandra’s
bible study group met, the children followed him like the Pied Piper, sometimes gruff with adults he had infinite
patience with children, from rewiring a young cousin ‘s radio to Megan setting fire to his microwave.
He loved his grand children Megan and Finn, he was their Grumpy, a title he chose for himself. When
entrusted with Megan’s hamster, it escaped and he was beside himself, frantically enlisting the help of his
neighbours to search for it before buying a new one before her return. It took her seconds to spot the fake! He
was a devoted family man, but very self contained, happy in his own company with various interests to keep
him busy. He enjoyed planes, building flying models, he used to take Sandra to watch takeoffs at Heathrow
(which shows how much she loved him) and at 80 went up in a Tiger Moth. He enjoyed cars, spending hours
under the bonnet, often with Jo as his shadow. After Sandra’s death one of his first acts was to buy the sports
car, a Mazda MX5, he’d always wanted, at 78 years of age.
He was never without a book, preferring a good thriller but science fiction and military history were also
favourites. TV was a good second choice, he enjoyed a wide variety of shows. He loved sport, playing hockey
and later ice hockey, mostly watching on TV although he did play snooker and darts, American football, Ski
Sunday it didn’t matter!
When Potters Bar URC started a choir he was recruited by Sandra and Jo and started attending church
regularly, quickly becoming involved with the technical side of sound and recording. With Sandra singing
soprano, Jo alto and himself a bass, one of the first questions posed to his future son in law, Andy, was “What
do you sing”. He got over his disappointment in not getting a tenor eventually. Music remained a big part of
his life. He was always involved in anything musical, from the “Music in my Life” evenings to playing the fool in
the entertainment at Church dinners.
Deeply independent, he hated asking for help but in his later years was lucky to have good friends and
neighbours to support him. Eventually and with lockdown there was only so much help he was willing to accept
so he moved in with Jo and Andy in Summer 2020, where they were able to look after him until near the end.
He died peacefully in Huntersdown Care home on 27.12.21 at the age of 92.

										Joanna & Melanie
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Gina Kruger - Recital 4th February
Gina’s programme had a distinctly French flavour, but whilst starting
with some familiar pieces by Fauré and Debussy she took us onto some
quite new ground.
Gina gave us a hint of what to expect in her mid-recital explanations.
Debussy in his works had started to explore a different approach to harmony,
to the harmonic language, stretching the boundaries of Western classical
music. He used the full range of what the piano and harmonic language could
do at the time. And so he could be a little disparaging of Fauré, saying he
“wrote charming pieces”.
And the pieces that followed did everything that it said on the tin, dramatic
and turbulent – as were Gina’s hands, blown by the West Wind, as they
moved over the keyboard.
And the final piece by Olivier Messiaen continued Debussy’s move from conventional harmonic
and melodic models in a theological work that stretched harmonies and rhythm. As we concluded,
a challenge from the audience - “a fairly inharmonious piece: we go away without any tune in our
head” – took us into a fascinating interlude, regrettably a bit too quiet for many, though it comes over
well in the recording with the sound boosted. Gina thought Messiaen would take issue with the
comment on his musical language. Our ears might not hear it, but Gina must be able to hear it in
order to memorise it. It was an ethereal thing. The harmonic language had developed to the point
that it can sound foreign to our ears.
Messiaen was (and is) very popular in the US. His music comes from a place of mystery,
but once she got into it, she was “hooked”, like with a good book. She told us she plays each piece
with trepidation because they are not pieces that come naturally. But she was moved to learn this
“foreign language” to continue a tradition. The musical scores are also fascinating, planned in detail
by a musical architect. Many of the pieces he wrote have a deep literary theological side and each
piece links to another, so they are fascinating to work on – though they still often mystify audiences.
After years of playing many classical composers, she finds their music more difficult to play, their
formulaic and repetitive approach needing concentration in a quite different way, so when presented
with new approaches, here was an opportunity to lose herself in them.
So it was a fascinating journey for us, even if we were a bit mystified – well some of us at
least! Thankyou Gina.
You can view the recital video (and maybe finally hear the commentary?
at https://pottersbarurc.org/latest-news-2-2/
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Morning Service - John Wainwright
We are always pleased to welcome John Wainwright back to
lead our worship - and not least because we also get the opportunity to
see his wife Sue, who today read the Epistle for us. A “two for one” deal
always goes down well with us!
This week’s theme was love, and the first two readings were both
about The Great Commandment. John took us into the day’s theme by
showing us a Mezuzah, a piece of parchment called a klaf contained in
a decorative case. The parchment is inscribed with verses of Jewish
prayer (Shema) beginning with the phrase: “Hear, O Israel, the Lord
our God, the Lord is One”. A Mezuzah is fixed to the doorpost of Jewish
homes to fulfil the Biblical commandment to “write the words of God on
the gates and doorposts of your house”. The Shema also includes the
words of the Great Commandment.
We are to love God with all our heart, soul, mind (Matthew) and
strength (Deuteronomy). We love God because he loves us, not to win
a favour, appease, or gain some advantage, but in response to the love
God has shown to us and to other people. (In the Old Testament the
relationship sometimes appears a bit more transactional). Loving God
can be challenging, both because what we experience in life (think Holocaust) can challenge our
faith, and because our understanding of God is something personal for each of us – and much more
difficult to envisage in the vastness of the Universe as we now know it.
For John, God is a “someone” who wants to have a personal relationship with each one of
us, ongoing; something eternally present in our own hearts. How do we love him? John drew on
Wesley’s idea of the warm heart, not just cold academic knowledge of God, but an expression of
something passionate, which stirs our emotions. Yet faith should not just be based on emotion. Our
soul is the complete expression of ourselves and our lives, our lifestyle. With our mind we balance
the heart: we need a balanced faith. John quoted Peter “to have a reason for the faith that is within
you”. And strength – all the strength at your disposal.
Loving your neighbour, doesn’t mean you have to agree with them, but to respect them,
respect being a characteristic of love. We can’t say we love (an invisible) God if we can’t love a
neighbour who we can see. Our neighbours are our close family (perhaps we take them too much
for granted?), people within the church (dissent between church members goes right back to that
church in Corinth), other churches (tell me about it?) – and those who don’t go to church. Then there
is the global Christian body, persecuted in some places - and in some workplaces closer to home.
And as with the Good Samaritan, anyone in need.
John told us that a part of the letter to the Corinthians was about the value and the contribution
of the people who spoke for Jesus. We may sometimes feel our contribution is not recognised by
others: and this leads on to… Loving ourselves. We tend to think we are not supposed to think about
ourselves. God thought it was worth sending Jesus to die for each of us, so we must have some
value, value to God. God wants to use the skills we have been given, so we need to love and take
care of ourselves as well, so that we can witness (and remember that we may witness, but the result
is up to Jesus). John’s prayer was that we can love God ever more, day by day, can be more loving
to our neighbours, even when it’s a bit hard to do so, and that we may also have proper regard for
ourselves. Amen to that!
You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/
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Beginnings, Lent, and that Dream-coat
Give the customers a catchy title and they will read on; I seem to recall reading somewhere!
So here goes.
Our last ‘’News’’ covered the short month of February and we are on our way to Easter and the
celebration of the glorious Resurrection of our Lord Jesus. When you receive this magazine we shall
be starting the period of Lent of our Christian calendar. The first Sunday in Lent is 6th March, then
Holy Week starts on April 11 so our next ‘’News’’ leads into that glorious week of the Salvation story.
The joy and jollity of the Christmas period is past and is far behind us now. The other week
Heather and I had another happy time when we went to Wyllyotts Theatre to enjoy a presentation of
the musical ‘’Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. It is a joyful and happy musical and
it brought back to me happy memories because my children enjoyed it so much in their early school
days. They learned the lyrics and music and took part in a presentation whilst at junior school, and
they can still remember and sing the words.
At about the same time they also performed in it at a Sunday school presentation too. In those
days we had two Ministers in the pastorate, the second one being our ‘’Minister of Music’’, and he
was on ‘partnership release’ from America. Wilson Henderson came from First Baptist Church of
Alabama and had a lovely, smooth voice and the children loved him! Our children were very fortunate
in having a good grounding in the faith within a full church with a large Sunday School - as so many
were in those days.
The Musical subject material for ‘’Joseph’’ comes from the early history of the Jewish race as
recorded in Genesis, the first book of the Bible. The beginning of the recorded history of ‘’Israel’’,
dates from when Abram ‘’found favour with God because of his faithfulness’’. God made a covenant
with him and his descendants, Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and then Joseph. The musical leads
us through the salient points of the life of Joseph as it forms an attractive, connected, story. The full
story of Joseph is recorded in the later part of Genesis in Chapters 37 to 50. It really is worth a read
to refresh ones memory of the events. Chapter 50 is the end of the first Book of Moses. The next
book of Moses is Exodus, which starts with the tribe of Abraham in Egypt and their release under
Moses, and the Passover - so important for what happened at our Easter time.
Once you have read the story of Joseph you may as well read the rest of Genesis from the
beginning! Genesis starts with the two Creation Stories (Genesis 1& 2), later you come to the story
of Noah and the Flood, (Genesis 10) - now discover the next bits!
May I challenge you to sit and read this early part of Bible history, something that I did earlier during
‘’lockdown’’? I read it in the Torah (this is the name of these five books of Moses) in an American
translation, rather than doing housework or decorating, I found it somewhat more interesting.
Now fast forward 4000 years or so to New Testament times and you will find a third Creation story
in the first chapter of The Gospel of John (John Ch 1, vs. 1 to 18). I find this much more informative.
I wonder if you do too? No, it does not mention white dwarfs, or black holes or the mathematics of
quantum fields; it gives the other answer, not ‘how’? but ‘why’? I think that the message that John
brings is sealed in Jesus’ reply to Nicodemus (Chapter 3 vs. 14 to 21).
In the beginning of the Gospel according to Matthew there is a genealogy of Jesus contained
in the birth story. It states that there were fourteen generations of ancestors between the times of
Abram and King David; then fourteen generations from David to the exile to Babylon; then fourteen
generations from that exile to the birth of the Lord Jesus. Strangely, Joseph is not mentioned, although
he is included within the phrase ‘’Judah and his brothers’ – primarily this would have been because
he was not the first son of his father, Jacob. The genealogy tells us that there were 42 generations in
time between ‘’the righteousness of Abram’’ before mankind was ready to understand the Salvation
wrought by Jesus, Son of God, and the love shown by our God in doing so. I think that when we take
time to realise this time-frame the song that comes to mind in gratitude is that of Fannie Crosbie.
Cont’d on page 11
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Continued from page 10
‘’Blessed Assurance Jesus is mine’’
Blessed assurance, Jesus is mine;
Oh, what a foretaste of glory divine!
Heir of salvation, purchase of God,
Born of His Spirit, washed in His blood
This is my story, this is my song,
Praising my Saviour all the day long.
This is my story, this is my song,
Praising my Saviour all the day long.
Perfect submission, perfect delight,
Visions of rapture now burst on my sight;
Angels descending, bring from above
Echoes of mercy, whispers of love
Perfect submission, all is at rest,
I in my Saviour am happy and blest;
Watching and waiting, looking above,
Filled with His goodness, lost in His love
Francis Jane van Alstyne (Fanny J Crosby) 1820 to 1915
I wish you great blessings for Lent, that you keep bodily well, and that the light of the glorious Gospel
of Christ will shine in your hearts and fill your lives with His Joy and peace’’.

										Geoffrey Peterson

THE NILE VIRUS (TYPE C)
Even the most advanced computer programs from Norton, McAfee, and others cannot take care of this one.
It appears to target those who were born prior to 1959 .
The lockdown seems to be increasing the chances of being affected!
Virus Symptoms:
1. Causes you to send the same e-mail twice. (Done that!) 2. Causes you to send a blank e-mail. (That too!) 3. Causes
you to send an e-mail to the wrong person. (Yup!) 4. Causes you to send it back to the person who sent it to you. (Ahha!) 5. Causes you to forget to attach the attachment. (Done that!) 6. Causes you to hit SEND before you’ve finished.
(Oh no, not again!) 7. Causes you to hit DELETE instead of SEND. (Hate that!) 8. Causes you to hit SEND when you
should DELETE. (Heck, now what?)
THIS VIRUS IS CALLED THE C-NILE VIRUS!
A lot of us have already been inflicted with this disease and unfortunately as we age, it gets worse.
If you can’t admit to doing any of the above, you’ve obviously caught the other strain - THE D-NILE VIRUS.
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Morning Service - Tony Alderman
It being Tony, we expect an “eclectic mix” of topics and THE
JOKE, but the Brentford’s no goal draw with Crystal Palace passed
without comment. Tony asked us whether we could remember what
we were doing on Wednesday 6th February 1952 when the King George
VI’s death was announced. He could – and he had the newspaper to
prove it!
In honour of the late Barry Cryer, Tony recalled the moment
last year before his Golden Wedding Anniversary when he had asked
his wife how they should celebrate. She’d said she didn’t want any fuss: “well would you if you were married to
me?”. So, he had suggested a second honeymoon and asked where she would like to go. She’d looked him
in the eye and said, “For you, Lords!” Barry Cryer was the “go to” person for the media when any comedian
died, and Tony had wondered who would cover Barry’s death. It turned out he’d done his own commentary.
And then we got more serious and moved to the Sermon, which was based on Isaiah 6 and Luke 5.
When Isaiah encounters a vision of God in heaven, he recognises his own inadequacy for his calling, but
is finally able to say “Yes – here I am Lord, send me”. If we imagine how we might feel having an audience
with the queen, how much more so if we were taken into God’s throne room? Isaiah was clearly completely
overwhelmed by his encounter, “a man of unclean lips”. While we should all take heed to speak truth, mercy
and love, how often do we achieve such simplicity in our lives? Tony tells us that if we acknowledge we are
completely out of our depth in this, God will supply what we need.
And then to Luke. If we had been asked to advise the Son of God on who he might want to work with,
would we have put fishermen at the top of the list? Sure, it’s a respectable trade, but not one from which we
would expect a great speaker or actor to emerge. A tough job, requiring patience and long hours on the water
perhaps, but God extends his grace to those we might not expect. Simon Peter is so overwhelmed by his
encounter with God’s grace (the catch of fish would have been colossal) that he asks Jesus to leave him alone
because he is a simple man.
Perhaps Jesus has shown his friends that just as they have caught fish, he has caught them in God’s
grace, and from this moment on nothing can be the same. And like the fisherman’s net, the net of God will set
them free to be more than they could have dreamed. Tony noted that Jesus’s team expanded to include a tax
collector and even someone who would eventually betray him. Something to ponder when we consider who
we would prefer not to include in our work, and why.
And then to that miracle. We’ve all encountered things that are astonishing or wonderful. How might
we discern God in such experiences or situations, and what might it tell
us about the nature of miracles or how we might get caught up in God’s
net? Are you feeling brave? Are you clear what your gifts are? Do you
know what God wants for your life? Are you confident enough to say yes
to God? In both readings, the first reaction to God’s call is to say, “I am
not worthy”. Can we believe in ourselves?
And then, in an abrupt reversal, the thought from Marianne Williamson
that our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate but that we are
powerful beyond our measure. It’s our light, not our darkness that most
frightens us. “Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?”
- that’s enough about me Tony said – but what about you?
Fishermen have to work hard every night with persistence, patience
and stamina. Perhaps these were the skills that Jesus was looking for
among ordinary hard-working people? None of them would have expected
to be picked out from the crowd. “Who me?” says Peter. Ordinary people
who get caught up in God’s story and go on to do extraordinary things.
Is God transforming our everyday into something extraordinary?
PBURC – People Blessed URC.
You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/
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FRIDAY, 4TH MARCH AT 12.30 PM

MICHAEL BROADWAY - PIANOLA
From Foreign Parts - Russia

Moritz Moszkowski
1854 - 1925

Waltz from Sleeping Beauty

Pyotr Tchaikovsky

Piano Duet Transcription by Rachmaninoff

1840 - 1893

Military March

Franz Schubert

Piano Concerto No 2, Op.18

Sergei Rachmaninoff

Spanish Dances Op.12

Moritz Moszkowski

Piano Solo Transcription by Carl Tausig

1797 - 1828

2nd Movement - Adagio Sostenuto

1873 - 1943

No. 5 Bolero

Concert Waltz Op. 12

Rudolph Friml
1879 - 1972

************

Michael Broadway has made a study of Pianola performance for over thirty years, and has played at the Purcell Room, the
Barbican, St Paul’s Cathedral, Guildford Cathedral, St John’s Smith Square and Symphony Hall Birmingham, as well
as broadcasting on Radio 3, Radio 4 and BBC1. Concerts abroad include Rome, Prague, Budapest, and in Venice for La
Biennale di Venezia.
This afternoon he is playing his Orchestrelle Company ‘Push-Up’ Pianola of 1914, coupled to the church’s piano. Many
would think this no different from listening to a CD; simply switch it on and it plays. Reproducing pianos such as the DuoArt or the Ampico certainly do this, as they are operated by an electric motor, but the music rolls for those instruments
have been recorded by a pianist, and therefore contain all dynamic and tempo changes encoded into the paper music roll.
Here we have something different. The rolls being played today were made as direct transcriptions of the musical score,
note for note on to graph paper in a mathematical and mechanical way, and require the intervention of a player to coax
a musical performance from the bare notes. If the roll were simply set going, all that would result would be an a tempo
rendition played at the same volume throughout, and the use of the pedals and levers on the instrument assist the player in
avoiding this. Thus it is possible to explore the entire dynamic range of the piano being played, as well as subtle nuances
of tempo rubato.
Today’s performance, as with all live music, will be unique; in the hands (and feet) of another player, the same music could
sound completely different.
For more information please visit www.pianola-part.freeuk.com

THIS RECITAL WILL BE FOLLOWED BY CHARITY LUNCH AT 1.15 PM
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Morning Service - Reverend David Aplin
As he told us, most worship leaders steer well clear
of Revelations – “a series of revelations and visions
presented in a symbolic language that would have been
understood by the Christians of that day, but would have
remained a mystery to all others” – probably including
ourselves. The man in the street today would probably
ask himself what drugs John had been taking. As a
vision of heaven, it is extraordinarily ornate and not, at
first reading, a particularly attractive prospect. David gave
us his interpretation.
Although many people at the time thought that Jesus would come back in their lifetime, “soon” in
God’s time can encompass the whole breadth of human existence on this planet. David had been
comforted at the time of the Cuba crisis by the thought that a nuclear war did not fit with the ‘end
of time’ description in Revelations. John was in exile in Patmos when an angel came to him with a
revelation from God. It was not a dream, and the first three chapters talk of the glory and power of
Christ.
Chapter 4 (where we took our readings – verses 1-11) provides a description of Heaven. When asked
about heaven David had usually responded that it’s part of God’s mystery, but Revelations provides
a description of what is going to happen. David drew on his near-death experience: a pathway
ahead of him that his soul could have journeyed along. His earthly body discarded; his soul would
go on for ever.
The throne in the centre, the description of the person sitting on it and the flashes of light and peals
of thunder represent awe-inspiring majesty. The 24 thrones were a symbol of the wide spread of the
Christian church by the time Revelations was written (AD 81-96). The four living creatures with their
many eyes remind us that God can see right inside us. If there is evil in our hearts, he will see it.
Their ceaseless worshipping through all eternity could be boring, he felt. They were not worshipping
constantly but they were constantly loving God - and showing it! And for us, “if you were trying to
be a Christian, would there be enough evidence to prove it?” We should constantly be striving to be
good Christians, to show love, care and passion in our lives for Christ.
We can wonder at the vastness of the Universe, but we and all around us were created by Jesus, not
God (In the beginning was the Word). He came as our companion and was also there as our saviour,
that through faith in him we might have eternal life.
A nice concept (if I understand it right) that in the vastness of the universe, Jesus is that special part
of God, personal to us and our world, our creator – the beginning, the end and everything in between.
It is a happy day when we meet our Lord in heaven.

